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the day when they are separate on Christmas Eve. For the last "Merry 

Christmas and I love you" is the emotionally love confession to each other to 

remember the time they are together.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
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5.1.  Conclusion  

Today, the idol group in Japan looks like a lifestyle, when man and 

woman adore to them. It is very unique when some idol groups in Japan get 

the inspiration to arrange the song from school life. It is such a boring special 

song and some of them do not appear their special characteristics as an idol 

group. It effects to audience hype; their hype is decreasing. As a result, some 

of the idol groups in Japan are dismissed.  

AKB48 has huge base fans in the world. One of an idol group that still 

exists today. This year AKB48 is going to turn 12 years exist in the music 

industry. They have a lot of singles and albums and their songs are easy 

listening. An author gets the inspiration to arrange the song is from 

everywhere, for example, valentine's day, love story and special event in 

Japan. Not only that but also an author gets the inspiration from four seasons 

in Japan, for example, Spring, summer, autumn, and winter.  

In every single season, AKB48 releases the new single. In spring 

usually, an author releases the newest one and tell about graduation and school 

life. The spirit of spring is shown in each song. Joy and love are imagining in 

the song. When summer starts to blow, an author gets the inspiration from it. 

Beach and friendship are shown. Reflection and warmth of summer are 

implied in the song perfectly. While the season is changing into autumn 

Yasushi Akimoto as an author gets the inspiration from the beauty of leaves 

falls from the tree. Last for the winter, Yasushi Akimoto also gets the idea 

from the cold of winter. The emotional joy and despair are shown in the song. 

Because of that situation, writers arrange this thesis to analyze AKB48 

songs representing four seasons in Japan. This topic is interesting to analyze. 
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The character of each song is different, for example in winter, in every verse 

it feels like in the cold air of winter and snowflakes are down. 

For instance, the meaning of each song is representing four seasons in 

Japan. Not only is the emotions of each season clearly shown, but also an 

unspoken message too. 

5.2. Suggestion 

 The data and information of the AKB48 song’s lyrics are represented by 

four seasons in Japan. Imaginary of the seasons in Japan is an interesting topic, 

as a subjective point AKB48 is a good example of object research. The 

researcher offers to explain in this thesis. The main difficulties to interpret 

every single each song. Some songs have the same lyrics on every different 

song. In one song, the researcher only finds a maximum of two stanzas which 

is representing each season in Japan. 

 Here are some suggestions for further research. There are many songs 

of AKB48 that can easily be interpreting. All the AKB48 songs have many 

reasons to explain and interpreting about youth and fresh full 
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